
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Product Description

 

Product Name:

MLU-
8066-
2BHC -
Magnifier
Lamp
with
Table
Base

Our Price:

Availability: In Stock

Product Number:
MLU-
8066-
2BHC

Product Weight:  

 
Product Details

 
MLU-8066-2BHC - Magnifier Lamp with Table Base

Features
High quality, 5" large size crystal clear glass lens
3 diopter magnifying strength
Light source: 110-120V 60Hz 22W circular fluorescent lamp
Excellent daylight simulation provides high clarity, soft enough that eases eye fatigue
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All metal construction with heavy duty table base
CE, GS, UL, CUL approved and listed
On/Off Switch
The magnifier lamp head can be rotated up and down, left to right
Adjustable swing arm
Adjustable height, max.
Lens cover to fend off dust
ESD model also available (for wholesale only)
Color: white (Additional colors, black and light gray - metal chrome finish, may be
available on request - for wholesale only)
For technicians, engineers in the electronic and various other industries;
designers in laboratories; craftsmen, artists, beauticians and salesmen at
workshops and jewelry stores; doctors and dentists in the hospitals and
clinics; hobbyists, DIYers and eyesight impaired at home
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